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ABSTRACT

holding the reinforcement together in position. Fibers or
particles embedded in the matrix of another material are the
best examples of modern-day composite materials. The
individual component remains separate and distinct within the
finished structure in the macroscopic level.

The current work focuses on the influence and contribution
of multi-walled carbon nanotube (MWCNT) and boron
carbide (B4C) to the mechanical and corrosion properties of
copper matrix composites. Different weight fractions of nanoB4C and MWCNT-reinforced copper composites were
prepared using the ultrasonic-assisted stir casting
methodologies. Various tests such as density, tensile,
compression, hardness and corrosion were conducted as per
ASTM standards. The addition of reinforcements showed
enhancements in the mechanical properties such as tensile
strength, compressive strength, hardness and corrosion
resistance of the composites due to the uniform dispersion of
the secondary reinforcement in the copper matrix and the
self-lubricating effect of the MWCNTs. Further, the weight
of the composites decreased with the strength characteristics
increasing leading to the enhancement in strength to weight
ratios of the composite specimens. The effects of the
nanoparticle distribution in the matrix and the dispersion of
the composites were characterized using high-resolution
scanning electron microscopy. The results of experiments
highlight the use of experiential reinforcing limits of B4C on
the mechanical behavior and corrosion characteristics of
copper composites.

Keywords— Copper, Boron carbide, Carbon nanotubes
(Cnts), Composites, Stir casting, Mechanical, Tribological
corrosion, Characteristics

1. INTRODUCTION
The current topic is a compilation of the overview of the
research work and characteristic aspects of the evaluation of
the composite materials fabricated utilizing copper as the
matrix phase and Boron carbide and Carbon nanotubes as the
reinforcement phases.
1.1 COMPOSITES
A composite material is a material made from two or more
constituent materials with significantly different physical or
chemical properties; when combined it produces a material
with characteristics different from the individual. It consists of
matrix and reinforcement; the matrix is the bulk of material
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Composites are preferred more because of Lighter, Stronger,
less expensive compared to traditional materials etc.
Reinforcement is load-bearing material and also provides
additional properties like wear resistance, impact strength,
corrosion resistance etc. Most commercially produced
composites use polymer matrix often called as resin solutions.
Most common polymers are polyester, vinyl ester, epoxy,
phenolic, polyamide, polypropylene etc.
Reinforcement may be fibers, flakes, particulates or whiskers
etc. while fibers are classified as natural fibers and man-made
fibers.
1.2 NEED FOR COMPOSITE MATERIALS
Main advantages of composites over conventional materials
 High strength to weight ratio
 High stiffness to weight ratio
 Improved corrosion resistance
 Higher resistance to thermal expansion
Composites offer significant weight saving over existing metal
hence used for Aircraft bodies. Composite materials for trusses
and benches used in satellites for space applications. Since the
coefficient of linear thermal expansion is are low compares to
monolithic materials. Unidirectional fiber composites have
specific tensile strength about 4 to 6 times greater than that of
steel and aluminum. Composites are used for abrasive grinding
and cutting wheels. Since these are formed from the Alumina,
Silicon carbide, cubic boron nitride embedded in glass or
ceramic or polymer matrix. Here matrix provides the base and
abrasives provide the cutting edge. Unidirectional composites
have specific modulus (ratio of stiffness to density) about 3 to
5 times greater than that of steel and aluminum. The high
corrosion resistance of the composite fibers contributes to
reducing life cost. A composite part can eliminate joints/
fasteners thereby providing parts simplification and integrated
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design. Fiber-reinforced composites can be designed with
 Fabrication of different hybrid composites castings, by
excellent structural damping features.
adding the varying percentage of CNT and B4C to the
molten metal.
1.3 CLASSIFICATION OF COMPOSITES
 Preparation of specimens for testing according to ASTM
Composite materials are commonly classified at following two
standard.
distinct levels:
 Experimental investigation of various Mechanical
(a) matrix constituent
properties like Tension, Compression, Hardness and
(b) reinforcement form
Corrosion properties Comparison of the results with base
Metal alloy.
There are two classification systems of composite materials.
One of them is based on the matrix material (metal, ceramic,
and polymer) and the second is based on the material structure:
2.2 METHODOLOGY OF PRESENT RESEARCH
WORK
I. Classification of composites I (based on matrix
material)
 Metal Matrix Composites (MMC): Metal Matrix
Composites are composed of a metallic matrix
(aluminum, magnesium, iron, cobalt, copper) and a
dispersed ceramic (oxides, carbides) or metallic (lead,
tungsten, molybdenum) phase.
 Ceramic Matrix Composites (CMC): Ceramic Matrix
Composites are composed of a ceramic matrix and
embedded fibers of other ceramic material (dispersed
phase).
 Polymer Matrix Composites (PMC): Polymer Matrix
Composites are composed of a matrix from thermoset
(Unsaturated Polyester (UP), Epoxiy (EP)) or
thermoplastic (Polycarbonate (PC), Polyvinylchloride,
Nylon, Polysterene) and embedded glass, carbon, steel
or Kevlar fibers (dispersed phase).
II.

Classification of composite materials II (based on
reinforcing material structure)
 Particulate Composites: Particulate Composites
consist of a matrix reinforced by a dispersed phase in
the form of particles.
Composites with random orientation of particles.
Composites with preferred orientation of particles.
Dispersed phase of these materials consists of twodimensional flat platelets (flakes), laid parallel to each
other.
 Fibrous
Composites:
Short-fiber
reinforced
composites. Short-fiber reinforced composites consist of
a matrix reinforced by a dispersed phase in the form of
discontinuous fibers (length < 100*diameter).
i. Composites with random orientation of fibers.
ii. Composites with preferred orientation of fibers.
 Long-fiber reinforced composites: Long-fiber
reinforced composites consist of a matrix reinforced by
a dispersed phase in the form of continuous fibers.
i. The unidirectional orientation of fibers.
ii. The bidirectional orientation of fibers (woven).
 Laminate Composites: When a fiber reinforced
composite consists of several layers with different fiber
orientations, it is called multilayer (angle-ply)
composite.

3. DEVELOPMENT OF
EXPERIMENTATION

COMPOSITES

AND

The development of composites plays a vital role for further
characterization and its use in advanced engineering
applications particularly requiring better thermal and electrical
characteristics as compared to other monolithic alloys, in this
regard the following procedures pertaining to materials
procurement and characterization has been presented in this
section.
3.1 MATERIALS PROCUREMENT
The matrix and the reinforcement materials are procured from
suppliers and the details are as mentioned in Table 1:

2. OBJECTIVE AND SCOPE OF THE PRESENT
RESEARCH WORK
The objective of the present research work is the development
and characterization of the Copper-based CNT and B4C
reinforced metal matrix composites.
2.1 THE OBJECTIVE OF THE PRESENT RESEARCH
WORK INCLUDES
 Development of Copper-based CNT and B4C reinforced
hybrid metal matrix composite by stir casting method.
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Reinforcement’s compositions are selected based on the
previous work done by many researchers. In many kinds of
literature authors have mentioned the reinforcement percentage
should be less than 10% for Copper and 2% for CNT if it is
more than 10% reinforcement will not mix with the casting
properly and there is a chance of agglomeration of particles.
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So, in the present study reinforcement compositions are limited are being used in combination with "single", "double", "triple"
to above-mentioned wt%.
or "multi", and the letter C is often omitted in the abbreviation;
for example, multi-walled carbon nanotube (MWNT).
(a) Copper: Copper is non-polymorphous metal with
 Single-walled carbon nanotubes (SWNTs): Most
face cantered cubic lattice zinc addition produces a
single-walled nanotubes (SWNTs) have a diameter of
yellow colour, and nickel addition produces a silver
close to 1 nanometre, with a tube length that can be many
colour. Melting temperature is 1083 °C and density is
millions of times longer. The structure of an SWNT can
8900 kg.m-3, which is three times heavier than
be conceptualized by wrapping a one-atom-thick layer of
aluminium. The heat and electric conductivity of
graphite called graphene into a seamless cylinder.
copper is lower compared to the silver, but it is 1.5
times larger compared to the aluminium.

Single-walled carbon nanotubes (SWNTs)
 Multi-walled carbon nanotubes (MWNTs): Multiwalled nanotubes (MWNTs) consist of multiple rolled
layers (concentric tubes) of graphene. There are two
models that can be used to describe the structures of
multi-walled nanotubes. In the Russian Doll model,
sheets of graphite are arranged in concentric cylinders,
e.g., a (0, 8) single-walled nanotube (SWNT) within a
larger (0, 17) single-walled nanotube. In the Parchment
model, a single sheet of graphite is rolled in around itself,
resembling a scroll of parchment or a rolled newspaper.
The interlayer distance in multi-walled nanotubes is close
to the distance between graphene layers in graphite,
approximately 4.2.

Copper billets cut into small pieces
(b) Carbon Nanotubes (CNT): Carbon nanotubes
(CNTs) are procured from Go Green Products; These
cylindrical carbon molecules have unusual properties,
which are valuable for nanotechnology, electronics,
optics and other fields of materials science and
technology. In particular, owing to their extraordinary
thermal conductivity and mechanical and electrical
properties, carbon nanotubes find applications as
additives to various structural materials.

Multi-walled carbon nanotubes (MWNTs)
3.2 PROPERTIES OF MWCNT
Carbon nanotubes are allotropes of carbon with a cylindrical
Nanostructure. These cylindrical carbon molecules have
unusual properties, which are valuable for nanotechnology,
electronics, optics, and other fields of material science.
(a) Boron Carbide

Carbon Nano Tubes (CNT)
i.
Types of carbon nanotubes and related structures
There is no consensus on some terms describing carbon
nanotubes in scientific literature: both "-wall" and "-walled"
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Boron Carbide
Boron carbide is an extremely hard and covalent material used
in tank or armour, bulletproof vests, engine sabotage powder as
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well as numerous industrial applications. With a Vickers  Fabrication of Test Specimens
hardness of >30GPA, it is one of the hardest known materials,
The microstructure of any material is a complex function of
behind cubic boron nitride and diamond. Boron carbide was
the casting process, subsequent cooling rates. Therefore
discovered in the 19th century as a by-product of reactions
composites fabrication is one of the most challenging and
involving metal borides, but its chemical formula was
difficult tasks. Stir casting technique of liquid metallurgy
unknown, Approximately B4C.
was used to prepare Copper Alloy Composites.

4.
PROCESS
COMPOSITES

OF

FABRICATION

OF

A batch of 2000 grams of the copper alloy was melted in a clay
graphite crucible. It was then melted in a resistance Induction
furnace to the desired temperature of 6600C. In the meantime,
CNT and B4C particulates of size 1µ were heated in another
crucible to a temperature of 1500C to remove moisture and the
die was preheated to a temperature of 4000C. The mixtures of
preheated CNT and B4C particles were added at a constant
feed rate into the vortex. The mixture was stirred continuously
by using manual hand stirring for about 10-15 minutes at a
speed of 250 rpm. The melt temperature was maintained at
8000 C during the addition of the particles. The molten metal
was then poured into the preheated die to cast rods of 25mm
diameter 300mm length size. The AMMCs having different
weight percentages (5 and 10) of CNT and B4C were
fabricated by the same procedure. The manufactured MMCs
are shown in Figures1, 2, 3, 4.

 Copper-based MMC preparation by Stir Casting
A stir casting setup as shown in Figure, Consist of a Coke
fired Furnace and a stirrer assembly, which was used to
synthesize the composite. Figure 4. gives the schematic
diagram of a typical stir casting setup.

Fig. 4: Graphical representation of stir casting setup
 Composite Preparation Furnace
Coal-fired 10kg capacity furnace was used for melting the
Copper. Figure 4.6 is the picture of the melting furnace
used for the present research work. The temperature range
of the furnace is 10000 C with a digital thermocouple
attached. The figure shows the Crucibles for pouring the
molten metal and copper Ingots.

Fig. 1: Stir Casting Set-up used for fabrication of Copper
Composite rods (CU+0.5%CNT+1%B4C)

 Preheating of reinforcement
Muffle furnace, was used to preheat the particulate to a
temperature of 5000C. It was maintained at that
temperature until it was introduced into the copper and
copper alloy melt. The preheating of reinforcement is
necessary in order to reduce the temperature gradient and to
improve wetting between the molten metal and the
particulate reinforcement.


Fig. 2: Powder CNT and B4C powders added to molten
Copper

Fig. 3: MMC specimens of Copper with CNT and B4C
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Melting of Matrix alloy
The melting range of CU alloy is of 1000 – 10830C.
Known quantities of Copper ingots were loaded into the
Graphite crucible of the furnace for melting. The melt was
super-heated to a temperature of 10000C and maintained at
that temperature. The molten metal was then degassed
using Hexo chloroethane tablets for about 8 min. Figure 5
and Figure 6 gives the photographic image of the crucible
and Molten Metal respectively.

 Mixing and Stirring
Alumina coated stainless steel impeller was used to stir the
molten metal to create a vortex. The impeller was of a
centrifugal type with 3 blades welded at 450 inclination
and 1200 apart. The stirrer was rotated at a speed of 300 –
400 rpm and a vertex were created in the melt. The depth of
immersion of the impeller was approximately one-third of
the height of the molten metal. From the bottom of the
crucible. The preheated particulates of CNT and BORON
CARBIDE were introduced into the vortex at the rate of
120gm/min. Figure 8 shows the process of adding
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reinforcing material Chopped CNT and B4C. Stirring was Mold Box is as shown in the Figure9. The dies were preheated
continued until interface interactions between the particles and were coated with additives to ease the process of removing
and the matrix promoted wetting. The melt was superheated the castings. The dies were coated with a mixture of china clay,
to the temperature of (10830C) it was poured into the water and sodium silicate to prevent iron contamination. The
preheated die. Figure 8 shows stirring after adding figure shows the process of removing the casting after cooling
reinforcements.
and finally Figure shows the casted COPPER hybrid composite
with CNT and B4C. After solidification, the required casts are
obtained which are sent for proof machining on a center lathe
to remove the scaling from the surface as shown in Figure 10

Fig. 5: External View of coal-fired Furnace

Fig. 9: Pouring Molten Metal into the mould

Fig. 6: Crucible

Fig. 10: Machining of Casted Product

Fig. 7: Molten Metal

The specimens are fabricated as per ASTM standards, as such
the tensile test Specimens are machined as per ASTM E8 /
E8M - 15a Standards with the specific gauge length taken as
62.5 mm, grip distance as 115 mm and gauge diameter as 12.5
mm, while the compression test specimens are fabricated as per
ASTM E9 standards with the specimen size chosen for
compression tests having a diameter 15 mm and length 20 mm
and corrosion test specimens fabricated as per ASTM D2688 –
15, wear test specimens as per ASTM G99 standards with a
diameter of 8 mm and a length of 32 mm.
4.1 COMPOSITION OF SPECIMENS PREPARED

Fig. 8: Reinforcement materials being added to the molten
matrix
 Pouring of molten metal into dies
After a few minutes of stirring, the liquid metals with
reinforcements are poured into the dies to get the required
castings. The pouring of molten metal into the dies and ASTM
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Table 3: Different casting composition of Copper
Composites produced as part of this research work
Specificatio
CNT%
B4C%
COPPER %
n
C
0
0
100
C1
0.5
1
98.5
C2
0.5
3
96.5
C3
1
1
98.0
C4
1
3
96.0
C5
1.5
1
97.5
C6
1.5
3
95.5
In this work, Stir Casting method is used for making samples
of Metal Matrix composite. A stir-casting technique is
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currently the simplest and most commercial method of function of the stress. The hardness is a surface property
production of MMCs. This approach involves mechanical measured by resistance to abrasion or wear, cutting, machining
mixing of the reinforcement particulate into a molten metal and crusting. Thus hardness is a surface property measured by
bath and transferred the mixture directly to a shaped mould resistance to indentation or penetration by some hard body.
prior to complete solidification. The next step is the Figure11 and Figure 12 show Brinell hardness specimens
solidification of the melt containing suspended dispersoids before and after testing.
under selected conditions to obtain the desired distribution of
the dispersed phase in the cast matrix.

5. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE
5.1 DENSITY
The density of the composites plays an important role in
drawing inferences for variation in other essential
Characteristics for the materials synthesized. The density of
the as-cast base metal, as well as stir cast composites, are
determined using Archimedes principle. The Archimedes
principles involve a rational procedure of weighing the
specimen in air and weighing the same specimen in distilled
water of known density.
The density is quantified by making use of empirical formula
as mentioned below:
𝑚𝑎
(𝜌𝑀𝑀𝐶 ) =
∗ 𝜌𝑤 Eqn.1
𝑚 −𝑚
𝑎

𝑤

Where
𝜌𝑀𝑀𝐶 is the density of the metal matrix composite in kg/m3
𝑚𝑎 is the mass of the composite specimen in air,
𝑚𝑤 is the mass of the composite specimen in distilled water,
𝜌𝑤 is the density of the distilled water. (998 kg/m3 at 20oC)

Fig. 11: Brinell Hardness Testing Machine
The Brinell Hardness Number (BHN) is calculated using the
below formula.
2𝑃
𝐵𝐻𝑁 =
Eqn 4
2
2
𝜋𝐷(𝐷−√𝐷 −𝑑 )

Where
P = Load applied (kg)
D = Indenter ball diameter (mm)
d = Indentation diameter (mm)

The experimental density as measured is compared with
theoretical density values evaluated using the formula as
mentioned below:
𝜌 −𝜌
Porosity = [ 𝑇𝐻𝜌 𝑀𝑀𝐶 ] ∗ 100 %
Eqn.2
𝑇𝐻

Where 𝜌𝑇𝐻 is calculated using the formula as below:
1/𝜌𝑇𝐻 = 𝑊𝑚 /𝜌𝑚 + 𝑊𝑟 /𝜌𝑟

Eqn.3

𝜌𝑚 is the density of matrix material in kg/m3
𝜌𝑟 is the density of the reinforcement in kg/m3
Wm is the weight percentage of the matrix phase
Wr is the weight percentage of the reinforcement phase

Fig. 12: Hardness test specimens before tests

The percentage difference in the theoretical density values and
experimental density values gives the porosity of the composite
material, which is the major concern of all the composite
materials synthesized using stir casting.
5.2 HARDNESS TEST
Figure 10 shows the Brinell hardness testing machine.
Hardness, which is the resistance of the specimens to
deformation, is a measure of their resistance to plastic or
permanent deformation. The static indentation test was the test
used in the present study to examine the hardness of the
specimens in which a ball indenter was forced into the
specimens being tested. The relationship of the total test force
to the area or depth of indentation provides the measure of
hardness. The hardness tests were conducted in accordance
with the ASTM E10 standards. The hardness test indenter of
diameter 5mm was used and a load of 250 kg was applied over
the specimens of diameter 20mm for a period of 30 seconds.
Three readings were taken for each specimen at different
locations in order to circumvent the possible effects of particle
segregation. Hardness is described as a measure of material
resistance to surface indentation and may be thought of as a
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Fig. 13: Hardness Test Specimens after tests

6. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
6.1 DENSITY TEST RESULTS
The actual density of the composite specimen is determined by
the Archimedes principle by making use of a beaker filled with
100 ml of distilled water. The weight of the empty beaker, as
well as the filled beaker, is noted, further, the weight of the
specimen in the air, as well as the weight of the specimen in
distilled water, is determined, The difference in weight is used
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to calculate the density using the empirical formula as
Table 5: Reduction of different specimens
discussed. Further to this, the theoretical density values for
each of the composition of the composite is evaluated and
noted. The difference in the density between the theoretical and
experimental values will give an account of the porosity of the
composite specimens. The table4. gives an overview of the
density and porosity of the various specimens considered for
experimentations.
The density of the composite decreases with the increase in the
weight percentage of reinforcements, this is majorly attributed
to the fact that the addition of CNT and B4C having densities
of 1.6 and 2.52 diminishes the density of the composite.
Further, the porosity measured as the percentage difference in
the theoretical and actual density values increases with the
increase in the weight percentage of reinforcements. This is
majorly attributed to the fact that the voids are formed in
composite due to entrapment of gases while melting the base
metal and reinforcing the composite with CNT and B4C.
Table 4: Density and Porosity of the Specimens

Fig. 16: Reduction of different specimens
6.2 HARDNESS TEST RESULTS
Hardness, which is the resistance of the specimens to
deformation, is a measure of their resistance to plastic or
permanent deformation. The static indentation test was the test
used in the present study to examine the hardness of the
specimens in which a ball indenter was forced into the
specimens being tested. The hardness is a surface property
measured by resistance to abrasion or wear, cutting, machining
and crusting. Thus hardness is a surface property measured by
resistance to indentation or penetration by some hard body.
The test results are tabulated for the as-cast conditions. The
graph shows the effect of the addition of reinforcement on the
hardness of the composites. It is evident that as the percentage
of reinforcement is varied by weight, the hardness of the
composites increases. It is also observed that the hybrid
composite showed good hardness property. Various other
researches also reported that addition of CNT in metal alloys
could lead to improved strength and hardness.
Table 6: Hardness test Results
Fig. 14: Density for different specimens

Fig.15: Comparison of Theoretical and Measured Density
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